NOW you can find the critical market research data you need in minutes instead of weeks or months—at a small fraction of the cost of commissioning a customized market survey...

A special $75 BONUS with your subscription
Fact: During the next 12 months, U.S. companies will spend millions of dollars on market research information.

Fact: Thousands of those companies will turn first to the 1993-94 edition of FINDEX to find information about currently available market research intelligence.

Conclusion: Make sure you can, too. Try FINDEX for FREE for 30 days ... then receive a $75 online search time bonus FREE with your order.

Dear Marketing Professional:

Before you spend thousands of dollars and hundreds of hours on costly, customized market research, consider this:

You can probably find a lot of the same market research data in about 5 minutes...and at a FRACTION of the cost...in FINDEX: THE WORLDWIDE DIRECTORY OF MARKET RESEARCH REPORTS, STUDIES & SURVEYS.

FINDEX is your quick-find reference directory to 13,000+ already-published market research reports, studies and surveys — reports that are commercially available for just a small fraction of the cost of commissioning a private market research study or survey.

With your permission, I want to send you FINDEX — along with a special $75 credit for use with FINDEX Online — to use in your office for the next month absolutely FREE. With no cost or obligation of any kind.

FINDEX SOLVES THE WASTEFUL (AND COSTLY) PROBLEM OF DUPLICATE RESEARCH

Every day, companies like yours commission customized market research studies costing thousands of dollars and involving hundreds of hours of time.

The shame of it is, many of these studies wastefully duplicate — either in whole or in part — market research that already exists somewhere in published form — and could easily be obtained by you in a day or so, for a reasonable fee, IF ONLY YOU KNEW WHERE TO LOOK.

With FINDEX at your fingertips, this costly problem is solved — permanently.

In just 5 minutes, you can locate your industry or product category ... check all published research reports in that category ... and find the information you require.

In most cases, you'll find the information you need in FINDEX — eliminating the time and the expense of a custom study.

And, even when the situation warrants doing custom research, FINDEX can lead you to published data that can cut your research time — and costs — substantially. (Plus, firms who have published commercially available market studies in your industry or field are the logical candidates to do your custom research. And you will find their names, addresses and phone numbers in the publisher listing in FINDEX.)

(over, please)
NOW YOU CAN GET PRODUCTS TO MARKET FASTER, IN TIME TO BEAT THE COMPETITION

As you know, time is of the essence when it comes to succeeding with a new marketing venture in the 1990s. Delay in a product launch or introduction caused by inadequate market research can translate into a lost opportunity of hundreds of thousands, or even millions, of dollars.

But, often, making the decision to commission a custom marketing survey — combined with the length of time it takes to select the research firm, design the study, conduct the survey, and analyze the data — can result in precisely such a delay.

Well, FINDEX solves that problem, too. If there's a market research report or study covering your market (and that's almost always the case), you'll find it in FINDEX — in minutes. Then, just contact the publisher listed in FINDEX, give them a call, and order the report. Most can be on your desk the next business day.

No other resource can aid you in your research work and save you time the way FINDEX can.

USE FINDEX RISK-FREE, THEN DECIDE

Until April 30, 1993, we are offering the current edition of FINDEX: THE WORLDWIDE DIRECTORY OF MARKET RESEARCH REPORTS, STUDIES AND SURVEYS, published in March 1993, for only $299 — a discount of $51 off the regular price of $340.

But you don't have to decide whether to buy now. Instead, just mail the enclosed No-Risk Trial Subscription Form today . . . and we will send you FINDEX to use for a full month — no cost, no obligation.

If, after 30 days, you don't believe that owning FINDEX is the best market research investment you'll ever make, just return the directory and you will owe us not a cent (and if you've prepaid, we'll return your money in full — no questions asked).

I can't think of a fairer — or easier — way for you to try FINDEX without risk or cost of any kind. Please mail the No-Risk Trial Subscription Form today. You can't lose.

Sincerely,

Ted Caris, Publisher

P.S. And remember .... with your paid subscription you will also receive the special bonus credit of $75 to electronically update the information found in your FINDEX directory.
Now you can find the market research data you need in 5 minutes—at a small fraction of the cost of commissioning a customized market survey...

Findex
THE WORLDWIDE DIRECTORY OF MARKET RESEARCH REPORTS, STUDIES AND SURVEYS
1993/94

FULLY UPDATED EDITION*
THE ONLY REFERENCE SOURCE OF ITS KIND!

Now you can identify, read about, and order any of the 13,000+ already published market research reports, studies, and surveys that cover the markets you want to reach and research...

Why spend thousands of dollars—and hundreds of hours—doing customized market research when the data you need may already be available in a commercially published report you can buy today for a small fraction of the cost?

With the FINDEX DIRECTORY OF MARKET RESEARCH REPORTS you can instantly find, learn more about, and order any of already published market research reports, studies, and surveys.

13,000+

Locate any published market research report you need—in minutes!

FINDEX is the industry's most comprehensive, up-to-date to market research data. If there's a market research report, study, survey that covers your product, market or industry's segment, you can find it fast—in FINDEX.

Using the FINDEX DIRECTORY to find the market research studies you need is as easy as 1-2-3....

1. Look up your topic by industry or market segment using the handy Table of Contents or alphabetical Subject Index.
2. Turn to the directory listings; read the descriptions of the various reports listed.
3. Look up the publishers in the publishers section; call them for further details or to order the reports you need.

FINDEX is more than a directory; it's a complete, market research service:

With your 1-year subscription to FINDEX you receive:

- Current 1993/94 edition of FINDEX DIRECTORY—900+ pages describing more than 13,000+ published research reports
- Free unlimited access to our TOLL-FREE HELP LINE—you can call anytime to access our database and get information on new reports published in any industry or market segment
- Special 575 Online Connect Time Credit for use with FINDEX Online through Dialog—see enclosed insert for contents.
- The Toll-Free Help Line and the Online Connect Time Credit ensure that you have access to information on all new market research studies as they are published, making FINDEX the most comprehensive, up-to-date index and reference source of market research materials available in the industry today.

Special Features of the FINDEX DIRECTORY:

- Descriptions of more than 13,000 published market research reports and surveys
- Table of Contents organized by 12 major business categories covering major industries and market segments
- Increased coverage of market research reports from Europe and Asia
- Special section describing Wall Street analyst reports available on major U.S. companies
- Indices enable you to quickly locate reports by publisher, subject (industry/product), company, and country or region
- Alphabetical directory of publishers and distributors with name, address, phone, fax, and contact information

Additional facts about FINDEX

- Over 900 pages
- ISSN 0275-1125
- ISBN 0-942189-05-1
- Subscription Period: April 1993-March 1994
- FINDEX Toll-Free Help Line provides updated information from the editorial staff of FINDEX.

The FINDEX No-Risk Guarantee

Use the 1993/94 Edition of the FINDEX DIRECTORY OF MARKET RESEARCH REPORTS for 30 days risk free. If for any reason... or for no reason...FINDEX is not for you, simply return the directory and we will refund your money in full—no questions asked.
The 1993/94 Edition of FINDEX: THE WORLDWIDE DIRECTORY OF MARKET RESEARCH REPORTS, STUDIES AND SURVEYS is your instant reference guide to the 13,000+ commercially available published market research reports, studies and surveys that give you the information you need on the specific markets you want to reach.

Also available on magnetic tape for computer networks!

If you use computer networks for your high-output information needs, you should consider a subscription to FINDEX on magnetic tape. The database on magnetic tape is updated quarterly.

With FINDEX mounted on your local network, you and your colleagues will have unlimited, inexpensive access to a unique database and be able to obtain fast search results — faster than any other medium.

To receive more information, please contact our marketing department at 301-961-6737 to discuss a networking proposal tailored to your specific requirements. You can also arrange a no-obligation trial run on your own network.
Previous users of the FINDEX MARKET RESEARCH DIRECTORY say it best!

"When we need research, we check FINDEX to see if there's already a report done on the subject. Then we look under the subject—it's a good place to start our internal research so we don't spin our wheels."
—Analyst, marketing research, Merrell Dow Pharmaceutical

"Within the first 5 minutes after receiving the FINDEX DIRECTORY, we located two market research reports containing the information a client had been searching for—for months! This accelerated a marketing launch by a number of weeks and also made me look good. Thank you!"
—Independent marketing consultant, New Jersey

"It's an excellent resource. It does a comprehensive job for having to cover such a large, diverse area. We do our own research on a lot of projects, and we usually start with FINDEX!"
—Marketing manager, industrial chemicals, Alcoa Aluminum Corporation of America

"When I use FINDEX, I can go to the category we're working on and find the information I need. It's all in one place and it's good. Anyone with a small research budget would find this book helpful, useful, and a definite need. Of all our reference sources, FINDEX is the one I'd pick up first. It's more comprehensive than the others."
—Marketing research manager, Pinnacle & Lamb

"Texton is active in the area of mergers and acquisitions. We use FINDEX a couple of times a year as a reference—it's our insurance! We have other industry studies in our library to supplement our own research, but there's no other reference we can go to that's as comprehensive as FINDEX."
—Director of planning and analysis, Texton, Inc.

"We ordered FINDEX because it seemed to offer the greatest source of information. We've been involved in product development, and the directory has been very helpful with the initial research and category reviews. It's already helped us several times with general information about the environment and about our industry. We don't always have to go to it for a specific reason, but as a way to build our knowledge over a wide range of subjects."
—Marketing research manager, Holly Farms Food, Inc.

"Regardless of what industry you're in, I think FINDEX can be a useful resource in research studies. We make it available to our staff along with other industry reports."
—Librarian, Pepsi-Cola USA

FINDEX is the most comprehensive and complete source of market research data available today!

THE FINDEX DIRECTORY enables you to locate market research reports, studies, and surveys on virtually every industry and market segment—all organized and cross-referenced for easy access.

FINDEX covers the world of market research reports and surveys from A to Z...

See your area of interest here?
If not, send for FINDEX today and check our complete Subject Index. We promise your markets and industry segments are covered—or you may return the directory within 30 days for a full and prompt refund.

FOR IMMEDIATE SERVICE,
FAX YOUR ORDER TO (301) 961-6720
FINDEX
Cambridge Scientific Abstracts
7200 Wisconsin Avenue
Bethesda, MD 20814-4825 USA

Summaries of over 13,000 market and business research reports tell you all you need to know in order to evaluate and order specialized intelligence in twelve basic categories:

- BASIC INDUSTRIES AND RELATED EQUIPMENT
- BUSINESS & FINANCE
- CONSTRUCTION, MATERIALS & MACHINERY
- CONSUMER DURABLES
- CONSUMER NONDURABLES
- DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS & ELECTRONICS
- DEFENSE & SECURITY SYSTEMS
- ENERGY, UTILITIES & RELATED EQUIPMENT
- HEALTHCARE
- MEDIA & PUBLISHING
- RETAILING & CONSUMER SERVICES
- TRANSPORTATION
Special Online Credit Worth $75 With Your Subscription

Special FREE ELECTRONIC Update on FINDEX Online
$75 FREE Connect Time* to FINDEX Online

With your subscription to FINDEX 1993/94 you will get a special $75 credit for use with FINDEX Online through Dialog Information Services. Use this special credit to electronically update the information found in your FINDEX directory.

FINDEX Online, Dialog File 196, contains all of the information found in the FINDEX directory. Furthermore, the material online is updated quarterly with new reports to keep you current all year long. And you can get straight to the facts you're looking for using 10 searchable fields including report title...date of publication...description...publisher and more.

To get this special bonus...
If you're already a subscriber to Dialog, all you have to do is send us your Dialog account number, and we'll have your account credited for $75 worth of connect time and type charges FREE! Telecommunications charges are not included.

If you're not a subscriber to Dialog, we'll assign you a special username and password which will allow you to access FINDEX Online for $75 worth of connect time and type charges FREE! Telecommunications charges are not included. Details and an order form will be sent with your paid subscription.

Either way, you'll have the advantages of the easy access to updated market research information provided by FINDEX Online through Dialog.

For Immediate Service, Fax Your Order to 301-961-6720.

FINDEX
Cambridge Scientific Abstracts
7200 Wisconsin Avenue
Bethesda MD 20814-4823
USA

*Telecommunications charges apply
Findex
Cambridge Scientific Abstracts
attn: Marketing Department
7200 Wisconsin Avenue
Bethesda MD 20814-4823
USA
No-Risk Trial Subscription Form —
Use This Form and Save Over $50

YES, I want to save thousands of dollars — and hundreds of hours — by not duplicating
market research that's already been done.

Please send me ____ copy(ies) of the 1993/94 FINDEX DIRECTORY OF MARKET
RESEARCH REPORTS, STUDIES AND SURVEYS at $289 each — a $51 savings off the regu-
lar cover price of $340. UPS delivery and handling costs are included in the list price.

No-Risk Guarantee: If not completely satisfied, I may return FINDEX within 30 days for a
full refund — no questions asked. And, with my paid subscription, I’ll also be eligible
for the $75 FREE Online Connect Time to FINDEX on Dialog.

____ Bill me. (Terms Net 30 Days) Our P.O. No. is:__________________________

____ Check enclosed (payable to “FINDEX/Cambridge Scientific Abstracts”)

____ Charge my __American Express ___VISA ___MasterCard

Card no.__________________________ Exp. date____________________

Signature________________________________________________________________

Phone__________________________ Fax______________________________

Please correct name and address if different than below. We cannot ship to a P.O. Box and
must have your correct street address and telephone number to process your order.

______________________________

FINDEX/Cambridge Scientific Abstracts 7200 Wisconsin Avenue Bethesda MD 20814-4823 USA